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With input from our families, staff, board and other 
key stakeholders, we have identified several strategic 
priority areas currently facing Partners for Planning 
(P4P). These priorities inform this high-level, three-year 
strategic framework – a living document intended to 
guide decision-making and move us towards our vision 
of an Ontario where all individuals with disabilities 
enjoy a life rich in caring relationships, safety, security, 
participation and choice.  

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
In order to effectively support families in creating a meaningful life and secure future with and for 

their relative with a disability, P4P’s core strategic priorities focus on building relationships that 

matter, enhancing our leadership role in planning and securing the future of the organization. 

RELATIONSHIPS  
THAT MATTER

      Deepen our engagement with 
FAMILIES to strengthen our impact

  Facilitate and promote family  
networks and leadership

  Connect more deeply  
with families

  Grow our network development  
and facilitation supports 

      Foster COMMUNITIES where  
everyone belongs 

      Improve our ability to attract, retain  
and develop our EMPLOYEES

  Build and leverage the capacity  
and skills of our facilitators

EXPERTS IN 
PLANNING

      Position P4P as an 
EXPERT in independent 
planning and facilitation

  Continually develop our 
internal capacity and 
expertise in planning

      Strengthen our role 
in shaping POLICY 
decisions that advance 
our mission

  Build our internal 
capacity for advocacy 
and policy efforts

  Explore relevant policy-
related opportunities 

OUR 
FUTURE

      Develop a plan for 
long-term financial 
SUSTAINABILITY

  Explore and pursue new 
sources of funding

      Enhance our RELEVANCE 
among diverse families 
and individuals with 
disabilities

  Create new resources 
for families with young 
children 

  Promote our resources 
to targeted multicultural 
communities

P4P’S 
MISSION

Our mission is to EMPOWER  

individuals with disabilities 

and their families to create 

MEANINGFUL LIVES and 

SECURE FUTURES that are  

firmly rooted in COMMUNITY.

P4P’S  
CORE VALUES

  We apply individualized and collaborative approaches to complex 
issues of isolation and vulnerability

  Innovation and creativity are embedded in our DNA

  We engage with the community and promote inclusion in all we do 

  We focus on the contributions and gifts of each person

  We empower those we support – from “recipients of services”  
to “active participants”

Central to our strategic plan is clarity on who we are – and 
who we are not – as this lays the foundation for the strategic 
priorities above and the decisions we make as an organization. 

LAYING THE FOUNDATION FOR 
OUR STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK


